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Absolute isotropic spectral intensities in collision-induced light scattering by helium pairs
over a large frequency domain
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We measured the polarized binary collision-induced light scattering spectrum from room-temperature gas-
eous helium over the greatly extended spectral domainn55 – 1200 cm21, and then deduced the isotropic
spectrum that we report in the intervaln5100– 1200 cm21. Our experimental results were calibrated on an
absolute scale. These data were compared to those from quantum-mechanical computations, where use of
advanced induced-polarizability incremental traces was made. This comparison enabled us to check several
trace models and to show that for certainab initio ones the computed spectra agree well with our measure-
ments. As was borne out from our computations the main contributions to the spectral intensities come from
theexchangecomponent of the incremental trace and its negative mixing with the rest of the trace components.

PACS number~s!: 33.20.Fb, 34.30.1h
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I. INTRODUCTION

When a light beam strikes an isolated atom, the sys
responds by a single peak—the so-called Rayleigh peak
the same frequency as that of the incident light. Whe
sample of interacting atoms is instead handled, interact
induced polarizabilities between colliding atoms give rise
a collision-induced light scattering~CILS! spectrum. This
spectrum surrounds the Rayleigh peak and is extended
both the Stokes and the anti-Stokes spectral sides. C
spectra constitute the fingerprints of collective polarizab
ities @1–3#. More specifically, because of interactions b
tween constituents of the sample, the latter can be seen
cluster with a polarizability differing from the sum of th
individual atomic polarizabilities. However, for a sufficient
low density of the medium only binary interactions are r
evant.

Among the different atomic systems helium is an intrig
ing candidate for theory since, due to its simple electro
structure, it allows for a refined and a realistic description
well as for the detailed understanding of purely quant
mechanisms. It turns out that when frequency-integrated
tensities are concerned, the CILS from helium pairs
mainly generated by theanisotropy b, of the interaction-
induced polarizability tensor, whose fingerprint is thedepo-
larizedspectrum. However, frequency-resolved CILS stud
have shown that anisotropic component generated by th
incremental traceDa, of the interaction-induced polarizabi
ity tensor manifests itself too@1#.

The helium isotropic CILS spectrum is extremely wea
To give an idea, at frequencies close to the Rayleigh pea
intensity compared to that of the corresponding argon sp
trum is weaker by two orders of magnitude@4,5#. There is no
doubt that the essential obstacle in the study of the CILS
spectral wings is the difficulty to measure reliably such we
signals. In addition, due to the weak intensities of the sign
residual impurities mixing with helium may substantial
distort the line shape, even at very low concentrations.
spite these difficulties, as accurate as possible knowledg
the isotropic far spectral wing is particularly valuable. It
1050-2947/2000/61~6!/062501~8!/$15.00 61 0625
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because this serves as a sensitive probe of the pair pol
ability when the helium atoms are in very close approach
therefore provides information on the electro-optical prop
ties of the medium~refractive index, dielectric constant! via
the second virial dielectric coefficient.

The helium isotropic spectrum was first reported in t
interval 20–320 cm21 by Proffittet al. @6–9#. Their measure-
ments, performed for a single density of the sample~30.5
amagat!, remain thus far the only experimental results ava
able in the literature. Here we report new measurements o
a large spectral range corresponding to an extension of
thus far explored domain by almost four times. This exte
sion becomes possible by using an experimental setup e
cially adapted to the detection of an extremely low phot
flux. The comparison of our experimental data with theor
ical spectra~obtained by using a fully quantum computatio
based on a modern approach! allows for the more complete
comprehension of the interaction mechanism through
proved pair polarizability models, and contributes to t
knowledge of certain macroscopic electro-optical proper
of the gas.

The paper is organized as follows. Experimental con
tions are briefly described in Sec. II; Sec. III deals with t
theoretical models available in the literature for the simu
tion of the isotropic spectrum, as well as with our compu
tional implementation. The experimental implementation a
measurements are given in Sec. IV, while a discussion c
cerning the isotropic intensities is made in Sec. V. Fina
concluding remarks are given in Sec. VI.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

For the registration of the CILS spectrum, a typical R
man experiment is set up operating with a right angle sc
tering geometry. The 514.5-nm green spectral line of an
gon ion laser is used, whose power is stabilized at 2 W for
experiments. The polarization of the laser beam is perp
dicular to the scattering plane, that is the plane formed by
incident beam and the direction in which the scattered li
is detected. When a change of the incident beam’s polar
©2000 The American Physical Society01-1
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tion is desired so that the latter is parallel to the scatter
plane, a half-wave plate and a glan polarizer are employ
The gaseous helium sample is contained in a four-wind
high-pressure cell at room temperature. Depending on
gas pressure, fused silica or sapphire windows are use
order to reduce the parasitic light due to reflections inside
cell we make use of a blackened tube with nonperiodic sc
thread and diaphragms inside the cell, as well as
multilayer antireflection coatings for its windows. The reg
tration of the polarizedQ1(1) rotovibrational line of H2 ~at
4155 cm21! ensures that no polarization defect is produc
by the windows. To reduce the contribution to the scatter
intensities of signals arising from the impurities, we u
highly purified helium gas~Air Liquide Co.! with total re-
sidual impurities less than 1 ppm. Densities are dedu
from measurements of the productPV against pressureP,
with T as a parameter@10,11#.

Just before entering the double monochromator, the s
tered beam crosses a quartz scrambler so that the diffe
polarizations of the light signal are mixed up. An asymmet
Czerny-Turner optical configuration with additive dispe
sion, supplied with two 1800 grooves/mm holographic gr
ings, is used for the spectrometer.

The verticalI V and the horizontalI H spectral component
are recorded with the polarization of the incident beam p
pendicular and parallel to the scattering plane, respectiv
For an aperture angle of the scattered beam close to zero
isotropic spectrum is deduced from a linear combination
the two registred components@12#:

I iso~n!5I V~n!2 7
6 I H~n!. ~1!

Two different detection devices are used. A photomu
plier ~PM! for low and intermediate frequencies, and a m
tichannel charged coupled device~CCD! camera for the far
spectral wing. As regards the PM, the following two fr
quency ranges are covered: 5–400 cm21 for I H and 5–640
cm21 for I V . The frequency ranges for the CCD are 32
680 cm21 for I H and 320–1200 cm21 for I V . This is the first
time such a complementary detection has been impleme
in CILS.

The transmission curves of the entire detection device
beforehand registered by means of a calibrated OSR
spectral lamp, delivering white light at temperature (20
617) K. In this way, a spectral correction is made on ea
experimental intensity, so that the variation of the sensitiv
of our apparatus with the wavelength is taken into accou
The uncertainty related to the spectral calibration of the
tection device amounts to62%. The width of the slits of the
double monochromator is chosen to be a function of
signal intensity and of the resolution constraints. More s
cifically, for the PM, a resolution of 2 cm21 is taken for
signals close to the Rayleigh peak and 10 cm21 elsewhere.
For the CCD, the resolution is fixed to 2.5 cm21.

III. THEORY AND NUMERICAL IMPLEMENTATION

A. The He2 interaction-induced trace

The collision-induced polarizability is a function of th
internuclear separationr. What is probed by the isotropi
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CILS spectrum is one of the polarizability tensor’s inva
ants, called incremental traceDa(r ). In this work, the em-
phasis is put on threeab initio models of Da. The first,
according to Dacre and Frommhold~denoted DF!, has been
known for a long time@13,14#. The remaining two models
proposed by Bishop and Dupuis@15# and by Moszynski,
Heijmen, Wormer, and van der Avoird~denoted MHWA!
@16#, are more up to date. Let us briefly describe their m
characteristics.

The DF model was obtained from a large-scaleab initio
computation based on a mixed self-consistent field~SCF!
plus configuration interaction~CI! approach. The contribu
tion of the electronic correlation was taken into accou
through CI. In the interval 3–10 Bohr, the numerical tra
was converted to a piecewise analytic function by interpo
ing the two corrected termsaSCF

COR and aCl
COR, where the su-

perscripted COR denotes ‘‘counterpoise correction.’’ B
yond 10 Bohr, the numerical incremental trace w
extrapolated with the well established asymptotic lawA6 /r 6,
whereA6537.0a0

9 (a0 stands for the Bohr radius!.
There are three different models of incremental trace p

posed by Bishop and Dupuis@15#. Here the MP2 model is
chosen, denoted to this end by BD. In theirab initio calcu-
lation the electron-electron correlation effect was taken i
account at the second-order Moller-Plessett MP2 theory.
yond r 513 Bohr, the BD numerical incremental trace mod
joined the asymptotic limitA6 /r 6, with A6539.29a0

9.
The MHWA ab initio model of Moszynski and co-

workers was obtained by means of symmetry-adapted pe
bation theory ~SAPT!. The induced incremental trac
DaMHWA was built from four partial contributions: thepo-
larization Dapol , theexchangeDaexc, the inductionDa ind ,
and thedispersionDadis. Both intra-atomic and interatomic
correlation effects were taken into account in their compu
tions. Theexchangeand polarization terms were described
by a decaying exponential. Theinduction and dispersion
contributions were represented by one or several multip
terms multiplied by a damping Tang-Toennies-type functio
Finally, overlap effects at short distances were described
decreasing exponential function.

Here, we also check three other trace models, for the s
of completeness.~i! The incremental trace model of Certa
and Fortune~denoted CF! @17#, where a variational approac
based on quantum theory was used to calculate a coeffic
accounting for the long-distance London dispersion effe
~ii ! The incremental trace model of Fortune and Certain~de-
noted FC! @18#, where a coupled self-consistent field~SCF!
calculation based on a finite field method was established
their calculation, the contributions due to electronic corre
tion and dispersion effects were neglected whereas the
tenuation of theoverlap and exchangeeffects with increas-
ing r was represented by a decaying exponential.~iii ! The
semiempirical incremental trace model proposed by Prof
Keto, and Frommhold~denoted PKF!, conceived to fit the
experimental isotropic spectrum of Frommhold’s gro
@6–9#. In the two-terms expression, which compose t
model, the first accounted for the dipole-induced-dipo
~DID! contribution as well as for London dispersion effe
1-2
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ABSOLUTE ISOTROPIC SPECTRAL INTENSITIES IN . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW A61 062501
while an exponential second term described theexchange
andoverlapeffects at short interatomic distances.

B. Spectral intensities: Computations

In order to compute spectra by helium pairs, we adop
recently developed fully quantum numerical procedure. T
wave functions are built step by step, according to the F
Goodwin propagative method, through outward propaga
of the wave-function ratio at every pair of adjacent poin
defined on a spatial grid@19,20#.

The absolute isotropic spectra are computed at temp
ture T by using the following formula@5,21,22#:

I iso~n!5hcL3kS
4 (

J50,J even

Jmax

~2J11!

3E
0

Emax
u^cE8,JuDaucE,J&u2 expS 2

E

kBTDdE.

~2!

The symbolkS stands for the Stokes wave number of t
scattered light,h is Planck’s constant andc is the speed of
the light. ConstantL accounts for the thermal de Brogli
wavelength,L5h/A2pmkBT, with m the reduced mass o
He2 and kB Boltzmann’s constant. The energy of the initi
state is denoted byE and that of the final state byE85E
1hn, in the Stokes spectral side. SymbolcE,J designates the
scattering wave function andEmax the maximum value of the
energy that is required to obtain convergence of the integ

The spatial grid goes from 3 Bohr to 150 Bohr. The upp
bound in the integral over energy is fixed to 3000 cm21 and
the corresponding integration stepDE to 15 cm21. The
maximum angular momentum quantum number is ta
Jmax5100. These numerical parameters provide converge
of total cross sections to within,1%.

The Lennard-Jones 6–12@23#, HFD-B3-FCI1 @24#,
HFD-ID @25#, SAPT1@26,27#, andr 12-MR-ACPF @28# inter-
atomic potential models are checked: a brief comparison
these potentials is given below. For all computations,
advanced SAPT1 potential is used.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION
AND MEASUREMENTS

Let us now focus on aspects concerning the acquisi
and the treatment of the experimental data recorded at r
temperature (294.561) K by either the two detectors~PM
and CCD!.

For the low-frequency intensities, i.e., belown
5640 cm21, we make use of a low dark-noise bialkali ph
tomultiplier detector, cooled to25 °C and followed by a
discriminator and a photon counter. Densities up to 300 a
gat are dealt with, that is a gas pressure going up to 38
bars@29#. To account for the weak intensities, long counti
time intervals up to 40 min per registered frequency are us
so that the statistical uncertainty of the signal counts a
subtraction of the dark counts is to within a few percent@30#.

In order to deduce from our measurementsbinary He2
intensities, the dependence of the scattering signal is stu
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at any frequencyn as a function of the sample’s densityr,
and for both polarizations, horizontal and vertical. Since
scattering signalI (n) can be viewed as the result of a pow
series expansion inr, we have

I ~n!5I 0~n!1I 1~n!r1I 2~n!r21I 3~n!r31¯ ~3!

with n-dependent coefficients of particular physical interp
tation. The first termI 0(n) of the series is related to the dar
noise of the photomultiplier, as well as to the signal of t
empty cell once illuminated by the laser. The coefficie
I 1(n) refers to the signal coming from monomers since
corresponding term scales linearly withr. The term with
I 2(n) scales quadratically withr. It is interpreted as the con
tribution to the spectrum of colliding pairs, and the corr
sponding intensity provides the so-called binary spectrum
the gas. In what follows the subscript ‘‘2’’ will be sup
pressed from all quantities referred to spectral intensities
the sake of simplicity, implicitly meaning thatI V(n), I H(n),
and I iso(n) refer to binary spectra. Higher-order term
I 3(n),I 4(n),..., represent ternary or higher-order spectra a
arise from three-body collisions, four-body collisions, and
on. The study as a function of the density offers the adv
tage of enabling one to eliminate all parasitic light@in par-
ticular that due to the impurities, which scales linearly withr
and thus contributes toI 1(n)# and extract the binary spec
trum from the measurements.

The reported PM spectrum results from the analysis
8–10 different spectra, each corresponding to a given
density. As a criterion to determine the density worki
range we seek density regimes for which all terms beyo
the quadratic one@in the series expansion of Eq.~3!# are
negligibly small. On physical grounds, this property is t
signature of purely binary interactions between atoms. M
specifically, the upper bounds of the density intervals trea
amount to 100 amagat, 140 amagat, 180 amagat, 220 am
and 300 amagat, for the spectral ranges 5–13 cm21, 15–37
cm21, 40–175 cm21, 200–300 cm21, and 325–640 cm21,
respectively.

The calibration on an absolute scale of the spectral int
sities in vertical polarizationI V(n) is made by relating the
binary He2 relative experimental intensitiesI 2(n) @see Eq.
~3!#, to the frequency integrated intensityI int

H2 of the H2 Ra-
man rotational lineS0(0) that serves as Ref.@31#:

I V~n!5
14

45
kS

4g2PJ

3~J11!~J12!

2~2J11!~2J13! S n8

n2D S I 2~n!

I int
H2 D . ~4!

In this expression,n andn8 are the number densities of he
lium and molecular hydrogen, respectively.PJ stands for the
fractional population of theJth rotational level of H2 at the
temperature of the experiment. Its computation is made
using molecular constants from Ref.@32#. The quantitiyg
@5(3.1860.03)310225cm3 @33## stands for the anisotropy
of the rotational lineS0(0) of H2 taken at the laser wave
length. I 2(n) is corrected by the transmission curve of t
device. In view of the manner we defined the transmiss
factor, akS

4 law dependence of the scattered intensity is
tablished. Finally, the quantityI int

H2 represents the frequency
1-3
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integrated intensity of the Raman line of H2 that is chosen as
an etalon at atmospheric pressure. In order to calibrate
spectral intensities in horizontal polarization, the symb
I V(n), on the left-hand side of Eq.~4!, has to be replaced b
I H(n), while the right-hand side has to be scaled by
factor 6/7.

According to the above-mentioned procedure, an exte
calibration is performed at 76 cm21, followed by a relative
calibration for all the other frequenciesn. The calibrated in-
tensity is defined as the average value of independent m
surements, giving the valuesI H(n576 cm21)5(1.34
60.11)310257cm6 and I V(n576 cm21)5(1.6960.14)
310257cm6.

On the other hand, beyondn5320 cm21, a Jobin Yvon Si
chip CCD detector is used. The long side of its array, c
taining 10243256 pixels, is oriented along the direction
the dispersion of the spectrograph. The chip is cooled to
K by liquid nitrogen, in order to maintain a very good da
current whose value is less than 0.1 photoelectron/pixe
The stored spectrum is composed of 1024 channels, e
corresponding to a column of 256 vertically binned pixe
The chip is not totally illuminated by the scattered beam. T
so-called blind parts, corresponding to 140 channels at e
side of the grid, define the signal baseline, which is chec
to be constant over the entire size of the grid. The acquisi
procedure and the statistical treatment of the data, an
particular the way to eliminate the peaks due to the cos
rays, are described in Ref.@34#. The statistical treatment i
made on 7 or 11 measurements for every frequency, wi
counting time comprised between 600 sec and 1500 sec
measurement. The illuminated pixels cover a block of ab
160 cm21. Each block is calibrated independently on an a
solute scale according to the method described above
order to eliminate the parasitic light due to the Raylei
peak, a holographic filter~supernotch filter of the Kaiser Op
tical Systems Society! @35,36# is introduced at the entranc
of the spectrograph. To account for the rejection band of
filter, the frequency lower bound of the measurements is
at 320 cm21.

A preliminary analysis of the spectrum as a function
the density shows that in the frequency domain beyond
cm21 the contribution of the impurities to the signal is ne
ligible. In addition, as is shown in Fig. 1, it turns out that f
densities<300 amagat only binary interactions are releva
in this frequency domain. Therefore, the working density
the sample is chosen atr5280 amagat~.356 bars! for
which the signal satisfies two requirements, i.e., it ha
purely quadratic density dependence whereas its intensi
as high as possible. The binary spectraI H and I V obtained
with the CCD are recorded at this single density of t
sample.

The excellent sensitivity of this detector and the statisti
procedure of the data acquisition enable one to extend
detection limit of a measurable signal and to attain sensit
ties of about 1 photoelectron/pixel/week. We therefore m
age to greatly extend the exploration of the far Stokes w
of the I V spectrum ton51200 cm21. This performance
should be compared with the previous limit of 320 cm21

@6–9#.
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Figure 2 shows our experimental spectrum in vertical p
larization I V(n). The measurements are illustrated on an
solute scale. The results obtained with the PM are rep
sented by points. The lower bound of the reported spect
is n55 cm21. This is the first time measurements this clo
to the Rayleigh peak have been taken for helium. The res

FIG. 1. Ratio ofI V divided by the densityr and the integrated
intensity of theS0(0) rotational Raman line of H2 at 1 amagat,
plotted as a function ofr. These results, given for the frequenc
n5320 cm21, have been obtained with the CCD detector. Atr
50 the plotted function becomes zero, that is the indication of
absence of any parasitic signal due to impurities. Since the plo
ratio scales linearly with density, only binary interactions are r
evant.

FIG. 2. Polarized CILS spectrumI V(n) on an absolute scale
~cm6!, as a function of frequencyn. The points refer to measure
ments with PM and the crosses to those with CCD. As an ind
tion, some representative error bars are given. In the inset, the
frequency interval 5–40 cm21 is given, showing the low dispersion
of our measurements.
1-4
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ABSOLUTE ISOTROPIC SPECTRAL INTENSITIES IN . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW A61 062501
obtained with the CCD are represented by crosses. In
interval 320–640 cm21, where both detectors are oper
tional, an excellent agreement is ascertained.

V. DISCUSSION

From the polarized intensitiesI V(n) measured in this
work, and by using the depolarized intensities obtained
cently by our group in the interval 5–680 cm21 @37#, we
deduce the binary isotropic helium spectrum by taking i
account the aperture half-angle of the scattered beam of
setup~8.1°!. According to the general formula given in Re
@9#, we have

I iso~n!521.184I H~n!11.017I V~n!. ~5!

Although the upper frequency bound forI H amounts to 680
cm21, isotropic intensities up ton51200 cm21 are deduc-
table by making use of a surprising property the helium p
is found to reveal: As we have shown recently, the depo
ization ratio of the CILS generated by helium pairs exhibit
continuously decreasing behavior with increasingn, and be-
yond 600 cm21 attains values very close to zero~0.03 atn
5680 cm21) @38#. This exceptional finding has thus fa
never been observed in CILS spectra by other species@38#.
The origin of this characteristic behavior has been attribu
to an almost perfect cancellation between polarization
exchange pair polarizability contributions of the depolariz
intensities in the very far wing@37#. This conclusion has
been drawn from the quantum-mechanical computations
have done using the pair polarizability model of Moszyn
et al. @16#. Given that the latter model well reproduces t
experimental helium depolarization ratio throughout the
tire domain probed@38#, we assume that the depolarizatio
ratio also remains close to zero for frequencies beyond
cm21. The contribution ofI H to the isotropic CILS intensi-
ties I iso(n) can thus be neglected in Eq.~5! for frequencies
beyond 680 cm21. This fact allows us to extend the know
edge of the isotropic spectrum ton51200 cm21 that is the
upper bound of the experimental polarized intensities. In F
3, our experimental He2 isotropic spectrum is plotted. Th
solid-line curve accounts for the best fit of our measureme
between 100 cm21 and 1200 cm21, as a guide to the eye. N
measurements are given below 100 cm21 because, there, th
isotropic spectrum arises as the difference between two
most identical quantities, and therefore the resulting inte
ties are not reliable. In Table I, some values of the best fit
given on an absolute scale. Until the present work, the o
experimental reference on the helium isotropic spectrum
that reported some time ago by Proffittet al. on an absolute
scale@6–9#. Figure 3 allows a comparison of our experime
tal spectrum with that of Proffittet al. The substantial exten
sion of the explored frequency domain is clearly seen and
great difference between the two spectra~in the common
frequency interval! is stressed. However, both spectra rem
compatible to each other when their~large! experimental un-
certainties are taken into account.

Let us now confront our measurements to results obtai
numerically. A first global comparison between experimen
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and theoretical results can be made by determining
zeroth- and second-order moments. With the spectral in
sities I iso(n) in cm6 as input we are able to deduce the
momentsM0 and M2 through the following analytical ex-
pression:

M2p5S l0

2p D 4E
2`

1`

~2pcn!2pI iso~n!dn, ~6!

where l0 denotes the laser wavelength andp is a non-
negative integer. In our experiment, only the Stokes spec
side is recorded. The anti-Stokes part of the spectrum is
duced by means of thedetailed balance principle. It is to be

FIG. 3. Isotropic CILS spectrumI iso(n) on an absolute scale
~cm6!, as a function of frequencyn. The points refer to our experi
ment. The solid line curve results from the best fit of our measu
ments as a guide to the eye. The data obtained previously betw
20 cm21 and 320 cm21 by Proffitt et al. @9# is represented by
crosses.

TABLE I. Isotropic experimental intensities expressed on
absolute scale~cm6!, for representative values ofn in the 100–1200
cm21 spectral range, atT5(294.561) K.

n ~cm21! I iso(10258 cm6) n ~cm21! I iso(10258 cm6)

100 1.24 600 0.63031021

120 1.18 650 0.43931021

140 1.12 700 0.30231021

160 1.05 750 0.21731021

180 0.979 800 0.14931021

200 0.901 850 0.10331021

250 0.697 900 0.72031022

300 0.512 950 0.51231022

350 0.365 1000 0.37131022

400 0.257 1050 0.27631022

450 0.181 1100 0.21331022

500 0.127 1150 0.17431022

550 0.89731021 1200 0.15931022
1-5
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TABLE II. Isotropic zeroth-orderM0 and second-orderM2 moments, and second dielectric virial coe
ficient B« . The anti-Stokes spectral intensities were deduced from the measured Stokes intensities
detailed balance principle. To assess the values ofM0 and M2 from the experiment, extrapolation of ou
experimental intensities was made by scaling the spectral distribution calculated with the MHWA mo
the interval 0<n<100 cm21. Parentheses denote estimated values.

M0(1024 Å 9) M2(1023 Å 9 sec22) B«(1022 cm6 mol22)

Experiment1 Experiment1 Experiment2

~This work! ~This work! ~Previous works!
~2.6! 3.261.3 25.960.9a

26.061.0b

Model Calculations1 Calculations1 Calculations2

MHWA 2.43 3.09 25.96
BD 2.63 3.13 26.62
DF 2.56 3.01 26.29

PKF 3.95 6.32 27.60
FC 3.60 3.73 29.13
CF 0.27 0.23 14.04

1T5294.5 K.
2T5303 K.
aReference@41#.
bReference@42#.
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noted that the contribution of the high-frequency scatte
intensities to the momentM2p increases monotonically with
increasingp. In spite of the fact that high-order momen
would in principle be more sensitive probes for testing
far spectral wing, the large experimental uncertainties in
high-frequency part of the spectrum reduces the reliability
such a procedure and makes practically useless any mo
with p.1. On the other hand, the evaluation procedure
M0 suffers from the absence of reliable experimental dat
the low-frequency domain, as well as from the interpolat
error in the vicinity ofn50. Table II gives the values ofM0
and M2 estimated from experimental intensities as well
those calculated from the incremental trace modelsDa(r )
through the expressions@39#:

M054pE
0

`

~Da!2e2V~r !/kBTr 2dr, ~7!

M254p
kBT

m E
0

`S d~Da!

dr D 2

e2V~r !/kBTr 2dr. ~8!

What is found is that the theoretical values ofM0 and M2
resulting from the MHWA, BD, and DF incremental trac
models are in good agreement with our experimental m
ments. For the latter calculations the SAPT1 interaction
tential is employed. The influence of the potential model
however, not found to be significant since variations ofM0
andM2 amount to less than 0.5% for all theab initio models
of V(r ).

Another way to test the theoretical incremental trace m
els available in the literature is to confront the resulting sp
tra to our experimental intensities. For this purpose, Fig
illustrates our experimental isotropic spectrum on an ab
lute scale, as well as isotropic spectra obtained quantum
06250
d

e
e
f

ent
f

in
n

s

-
-
,

-
-
4
o-
e-

chanically by using the aforementioned models. As we c
see from this figure, the theoretical spectra computed w
the DF, MHWA, and BD incremental trace models are ov
all compatible with each other. In particular, in the interv
300–1200 cm21, they are all similar to within less than 5%
It is remarkable that when the uncertainties of the meas
ments are taken into account these spectra agree well
our experimental intensities throughout the entire spec
domain. Although at low frequencies the agreement with
FC model is less satisfactory, in the interval 300–800 cm21

FIG. 4. Comparison between our experimental isotropic sp
trum and those obtained quantum mechanically. The points refe
our experiment. Curves refer to spectra computed with the follo
ing incremental trace models: CF, FC, PKF, DF, BD, and MHW
1-6
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~where the experimental errors are small! this model well
reproduces our measurements, since its deviations from
experiment amount to less than 11%. In the same freque
range, the MHWA, DF, and BD spectra lie systematica
below the average experimental intensities by 10–18 %.
sides, it is found that for frequencies above 300 cm21 the
PKF model is incompatible with our experiment, while f
the CF model the spectrum is incompatible with our expe
ment at all frequencies.

Although the spectroscopic method used in this work i
quite powerful tool because we compare the shapes of
two spectral distributions on an absolute intensity scale,
straightforward measurement of the second dielectric vi
coefficientB« is a complementary tool. By simply compa
ing two numbers, that is the measured and a computedB« ,
this quantity can serve as a sensitive probe for checking
quality of an incremental trace model. This is done by us
the following formula@40#:

B«5
8p2

3
NA

2E
0

`

~Da!e2V~r !/kBTr 2dr, ~9!

whereNA is Avogadro’s number. As we can see in Table
the comparison of experimental values ofB« available in the
literature@41,42# with theoretical ones validates three incr
mental trace models out of the six checked in this wo
these are the ones denoted by MHWA, BD, and DF. T
conclusion perfectly meets the one drawn from the comp
son between our experimental and theoretical spectra, a
can see in Fig. 4.

Figure 5 displays the contribution to the spectrum of
different partial terms pertaining to the MHWA increment
trace modelDaMHWA . The spectrumI iso is built from the
sum of all the direct contributions, i.e., those due to thepo-
larization, to theexchange, to the induction, and to thedis-
persion, plus thecross termcontributions coming from their
couplings. While thedirect termsprovide a positive contri-
bution to the spectral intensity, thecross termsgive a nega-
tive contribution. As is shown in Fig. 5, the total MHWA
isotropic spectrum scales~over the entire spectral domain!
like the dominant partial contributions, that is the contrib
tions due to theexchangeterm and its negative coupling
with the rest of the trace components. Again, the freque
dependence of thepolarization term scales like that of the
total intensity; however this term is too weak to play a s
nificant role. The good agreement between experiment
theory is ascertained once again throughout the entire
quency domain.
te
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VI. CONCLUSION

We have measured the He2 polarized collision-induced
light scattering intensities in the spectral range 5–1200 cm21

and then deduced the isotropic CILS spectrum in the inte
n5100– 1200 cm21 on an absolute scale. The great exte
sion of the spectral domain, which was probed experim
tally, has been accomplished by means of a multichan
CCD camera, able to observe, in the far spectral wing, s
nals as weak as 1 photoelectron per week and per pixe
comparison has been made between our experimental in
sities and spectra computed quantum mechanically with
cremental trace models available in the literature. Analysis
our findings has enabled us to validate certainab initio mod-
els, which were found to well reproduce our data. In partic
lar, the conclusion has been drawn that, throughout the en
frequency domain probed, it is theexchangecomponent of
the incremental trace and its cross term that mainly acco
for the spectral intensities.
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FIG. 5. Partial contributions to the helium isotropic spectru
computed with the MHWA incremental trace model. Curve 1, t
total spectrum; curves 2–6, partial contributions to the curve 1~2,
polarization; 3, exchange; 4, induction; 5, dispersion; 6, cross terms
corresponding to ‘‘negative intensities’’!. The total spectrum~curve
1! is built from the sum of all direct contributions~curves 2–5!
minus twice thecross terms~curve 6!. Our measurements, indicate
by points, are also illustrated for comparison.
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